Get Ready to Celebrate with Art Bonita!
Hope you're all doing well and getting ready to enjoy the up-coming 4th of July Holiday
this year!
Please Save The Date for the Grand Opening of Art Bonita's on-line store, starting July
1st, 2021. The 30 day countdown timer was set several days ago for the perfect time to
blast-off this announcement, right before the 4th of July weekend!
It's been a long year of test marketing, designing and developing a user friendly site that
enables fans and followers to purchase fine art prints of my artworks. Besides the fact
that I am so excited to finally open my very first eCommerce site and bring all my hard
working efforts right to your inbox. The on-line ordering experience has never been
easier and most importantly, it's private and SSL secure .
At first glance, you may wonder why there's only a few items in the shop... and that's
because I am starting small. In order to provide great service and make sure I have a
well-oiled machine that runs smoothly, I must start by wearing "little wings" in order to
learn how to fly.

However, over the next six months I am consistently making changes and updates to
the site. Also, I will be offering some wonderfully colorful, original Art Nouveau style
posters with marquee style, handmade lighted frames, by yours truly. As well as
beautiful high quality art prints, including acrylic art blocks, metal prints, fine art papers
and more!
So, when the doors open, I am offering a 20% First Time Order Discount to all my
subscribers. Just enter the coupon code: 20FIRSTORDER at check out.
Meantime, stay tuned for updates on the artworks coming soon. For I believe you will
be wildly entertained by some of the fun and eclectic pieces I have in store!
Cheers,
Cassandra Kendall, Art Bonita
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